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Presentation Notes
Interactive TREE Activity:Before starting the training, give everyone a Post-it (or they can pull our a piece of paper) and ask them to draw a tree.Have them hang up the post-its on a wall or just ask them to hold up their drawings so that you and everyone else can see.Most people will only draw the visible tree – not the roots. One way to view addiction is that we often see the visible signs of addiction – the behavior or actions associated with addiction – but we will not see the “roots” of what led that person to where they are.



“Recovery 101” topics:

addiction and 
recovery 
definitions

myths and 
norms

Recovery 
Rising at ASU

supporting 
students

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the 4 main topics that we will cover in this half hour training called Recovery 101:1.) We will define addiction and recovery2.) We will explain some prevalent myths and norms that could lead students in recovery to feel unsupported3.) We will talk about what Recovery Rising, ASU’s Collegiate Recovery Program is4.) We will discuss how you can best support students in recovery



what is addiction?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, we will address the definition of addiction.



“Primary, chronic disease of brain reward, motivation, 
memory and related circuitry. 

Dysfunction of these circuits leads to characteristic 
biological, psychological, social and spiritual 
manifestations. 

This is reflected in an individual pathologically pursuing 
reward and/or relief by substance use and other 
behaviors”

addiction  

American Medical Association
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Presentation Notes
Addiction – broadly speaking – is a brain disease. The American Medical Association defines addiction as a “Primary, chronic disease of brain reward, motivation, memory and related circuitry. Dysfunction of these circuits leads to characteristic biological, psychological, social and spiritual manifestations. This is reflected in an individual pathologically pursuing reward and/or relief by substance use and other behaviors”So what does this mean? This means that addiction is a multi-faceted disease that impacts some individuals who use alcohol or other drugs. The circuitry in the brains becomes re-wired to where the drug is seen as being just as important as food or water. The “reward,” or the drug, is therefore pursued pathologically, even despite negative consequences.https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ao8L-0nSYzg 

http://www.state.gov/video/?videoid=60761567001


91 people died each day from opioid 
overdose in 2015

Total Drug overdoes death rates have 
increased over 211% since 1999

why is addiction a problem?

CDC : Center for Disease Control

Presenter
Presentation Notes
More people died from opioid overdoses than Gun related deathsHttps://www.facebook.com/NIDANIH. "Overdose Death Rates." National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA). N.p., 06 Jan. 2017. Web. 25 Jan. 2017.

http://www.state.gov/video/?videoid=60761567001


what does it mean to be in recovery?

“Recovery from alcohol and drug problems is a 

process of change through which an individual 

achieves abstinence and improved health, 

wellness and quality of life.”

Substance Abuse and Mental Health Administration (SAMHSA)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Recovery means no longer using the substance they were addicted to. It is an active process that requires maintenance. Maintenance can include 12-Step (Alcoholics or Narcotics Anonymous) meetings, counseling, group therapy, etc.SAMHSA has delineated four major dimensions that support a life in recovery:Health—overcoming or managing one’s disease(s) or symptoms—for example, abstaining from use of alcohol, illicit drugs, and non-prescribed medications if one has an addiction problem—and, for everyone in recovery, making informed, healthy choices that support physical and emotional well-beingHome—having a stable and safe place to livePurpose—conducting meaningful daily activities, such as a job, school volunteerism, family caretaking, or creative endeavors, and the independence, income, and resources to participate in societyCommunity—having relationships and social networks that provide support, friendship, love, and hopehttp://www.samhsa.gov/recovery



knowing the difference…

what’s the difference between someone 

who is in recovery and someone who isn’t in 

recovery but chooses not to drink or use 

substances?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ask this question to the audience.Someone who chooses not to drink does so for religious, personal, genetic, or other reasons.Someone who is in recovery is actively working to live a sober lifestyle. The have to exert more energy and resources to not drink or use a substance. It is an active process and many students in recovery may require a lot of support in order to maintain their sobriety (such as AA meetings, staying away from old friends who they used to drink/use with, or working on background issues that may have led to their drinking/use, i.e. anxiety, depression, loneliness, peer pressure, etc)



barriers for students in recovery

social norms
common myths

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Perceptions that stand in the way of students seeking support. 



American College Health Association. American College Health 
Association-National College Health Assessment (ACHA-NCHA). 
Unpublished internal document, Arizona State University,  2016. 

social norms
Alcohol Use in last 30 days within general student population

94.2%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Social normsSocial norms that contribute to an “abstinence hostile” environment – data from our annual American College Health Association-National College Health Assessment survey indicates that 40% of ASU students choose not to drink, and 37% drink moderately (meaning 4 or fewer drinks the last time they drank). However, when we asked those same students how many people they THINK are drinking, they believed that 93% of their fellow students ARE drinking. So that means that even those students who are not drinking THINK that everyone around them is. 
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American College Health Association. American College Health 
Association-National College Health Assessment (ACHA-NCHA). 
Unpublished internal document, Arizona State University,  2016. 

social norms
Marijuana Use in last 30 days within general student population

93%85.5%

15.7%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Social norms – marijuana use�Only 13% of students used marijuana in the last 30 daysBut - the perception is that 81% of students used marijuana in the last 30 days.How must that feel to a student in recovery, who is actively trying to remain sober? 
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common myth

adolescents and young adults 
may have a problem, but its not 

really addiction…right?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What do you think of when you think of an alcoholic? Name some images that come to mind.A common misconception about addiction is “Adolescents and young adults cannot become addicted to alcohol or other drugs. Addiction happens to people who are much older and have been using for many years”.Addiction (or substance use disorder as it is called in medical terms) can happen to people at all stages in life. Young people in recovery (ages 18-26) almost always say that they started their substance use at a young age, and have had 4-6 or more years of use under their belts before they get into recovery. People in recovery often find that what is more important in the identification of a problem are the effects of the drinking and drug use, and less about the duration.The majority of people who use substances, even substances that one might consider to be very dangerous, do not become addicted to them. While research has shown that there is an influential genetic component to addiction, it is not the sole determinant of why someone becomes addicted. Many risk and protective factors contribute to a persons vulnerability to addiction. While one needs to “turn on” the traits of addiction by starting use, they do not choose to become addicted”.



how is ASU 
supporting
students in 
recovery? 



Recovery Rising at ASU:

a Collegiate Recovery Program for students 

in recovery from alcohol or other drug 

addiction and their allies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Recovery Rising is ASU’s Collegiate Recovery Program (CRP)Recovery Rising is for students who are in recovery from alcohol and other drug addiction, who are interested in learning more about recovery, and students who want to support someone in recovery.Our CPR will work to provide a community for students in recovery from alcohol and other drugs and their supporters/allies



Recovery 
Rising 
aims to:

increase visibility of 
recovery lifestyle

connect students in 
recovery to each 
other

educate and support 
students, faculty, and 
staff to be allies

provide programs and 
support across 
departments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Recovery Rising has 4 main goals:1.) Increase visibility of students in recovery through:	Large-scale events	Trainings	Publications and conference presentations2.) connect students to each other:	AA meetings at the MU on Thursdays	“Recovery Rising Roundtables” – open discussions about recovery at the SDFC	electronic newsletters	Facebook	webpage – coming soon3.) Recovery 101 training for students, faculty, and staff (what you’re doing now)4.) Engage an advisory board of students, faculty, and staff to provide seamless support across the continuum of care, from prevention to recovery



what can you do? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As ASU staff/student organization/supporter of those in recovery, what can you do?Do Activity = have people write down how they would help a student in recovery who came to them needing assistance. Have them write down on post-its what they would do and stick post –its on wall or write on board



recovery 
allies:

listen without 
judgement

do not 
diagnose

refer

ask 
questions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Recovery Allies” are people who support others in recovery. You do not have to be in recovery to be an ally. Here are some ways you can be a recovery ally.1.) Many people in recovery experience shame and stigma. It is the most important thing to listen without judgement and condemnation. 2.) people will reach out multiple times before accepting help or treatment. It is not up to us to be their diagnostician3.) 1st refer to Counseling Services – they have substance use counselors, Health Services for medical attentionAA meetings on Tempe campus (Thurs @ noon @ MU)Treehouse Learning CommunityStudents For Recovery student organization is active�4.) List of questions on the next slide - transition



how to talk to someone about their 
recovery

build understanding: trust takes time, patience, 
encouragement

recognize the individual’s responses and notice triggers

“what happened” instead of “why did that happen?”

build empathy, not a solution

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From Sanghoon Yoo’s Building Trauma-Informed CommunityBuild Understanding: May be hard for others to trust – understanding someone else’s worldview takes time, patience, and encouragementRecognize the individual’s responses and notice triggers: drinking soda out of a red solo cup/beer mug may not mean much to some people, but for others, it may be a trigger. Individuals will respond differently based on their past experience and may have different triggers. Relapse can be a normal, natural stage in recovery – when talking to someone about their addiction or a relapse, try not to use words that connote judgement, such as “why?” – this is a big part of listening without judgementInstead of seeking for a solution, seek for understanding. Don’t try to point to a solution, let them talk it out 



how to talk to someone about their 
recovery
ask questions

what does it mean to them to be in recovery?
what do they do to support their recovery, and who else 
supports them?
what makes it difficult to be in recovery?
what do they wish people understood about addiction 
and recovery?
what has been made possible as the result of being in 
recovery?



ASU Health Services

recoveryrising@asu.edu

ASU Counseling Services

AA/NA meetings 

“Living Life on Life’s Terms: Recovery Discussion”

Treehouse: 
off-campus 
recovery 
housing

newsletter

facebook.com/RecoveryASU

resources

ASU Disability 
Resource 
Center

Students For Recovery

thefaithfulcity@asu.edu

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ASU Counseling Services – first session free, $15 after thatASU Health Services for medical needs�ASU Disability Resource Center (DRC) – “substance dependence” is now in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM) and therefore behaviors while in addiction/recovery can be covered under a “disability” – the DRC can provide an academic withdrawal or other accommodationsWebsite: got to wellness.asu.edu and we are under “Programs”Newsletter – sign up to receive our newsletter every monthTreehouse Learning Community – a recovery residence for students on Mill AvenueRecoveryrising@asu.edu – email address for any questions or to sign up for the newsletterAA meetings at the Memorial Union, TempeThe Faithful City at ASU – learn more about building Trauma Informed CommunityFacebook – join our FB page to learn about upcoming eventsStudents For Recovery is a student organization, find them on Sun Devil Sync



let’s make ASU 
recovery ready!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that you have completed Recovery 101, you will be given a sticker indicating that you are a “Recovery Ally” to students in recovery. Hand out stickers.Any questions?
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